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The first kinetic study is reported for archetypical substitution reactions of PMe3 and 13CO with the well defined
intrazeolite system, M ~ ( l * c o ) ~ - N afor
~ ~which
Y,
excellent isosbestic points and first order behaviour are obtained,
the activation parameters indicate a highly ordered ‘supramolecular‘ transition state consisting of activated
M o ( ~ * C Oand
) ~ PMe3 or 13CO all anchored to the Na+ ions in the a-cage of the host lattice.

The anchoring of metal carbonyls and organometallic compounds to the accessible extraframework ‘half-naked’ cation
sites in zeolite hosts is a ubiquitous phenomenon, with
important implications in molecule separation, catalysis and
materials science.1 A range of powerful physical methods is
now available to provide detailed structure-bonding information on a variety of intrazeolite guests2 and a unique
opportunity exists to probe reactivity patterns of ‘supramolecular guest-host assemblies’ through quantitative in situ
kinetic studies of structurally well characterized ‘model’
intrazeolite systems. Activation parameters for archetypical
intrazeolite metal carbonyl and organometallic transformations could be compared with known values for the same
reactions in solution, gas and matrix phases. One could then
begin to evaluate intracavity and intrachannel anchoring
interactions, space filling constraints, and ordering and
cooperative effects that endow the ‘nanoreaction chambers’ of

different zeolite hosts with the special character that they so
often display when compared to other supports and other
phases.
We present here the first quantitative kinetic results on a
well defined intrazeolite metal carbonyl system, namely a
phosphine-substitution and a l3CO exchange reaction of
n{Mo(C0)6}-Nas6Y,the key structural information for which
is summarized in Fig. 1. Briefly, 23Na, 13C and 3lP MAS
NMR,3 mid IR and far IR spectroscopy,4 EXAFS structure
determinations,’ adsorption, and elemental analysis4,s have
shown saturation loading values in NaS6Y of 2Mo(C0)6 per
a-cage and 4PMe3 per a-cage, and these correspond to unit
cell formulations of 16{M o ( C O ) ~ } - N ~ and
~ ~ Y32{PMe3}Nas6Y, respectively (Fig. l B , C). Further, the half-saturation
loaded 8{Mo(C0)6}-Nas6Ysystem (Fig. 1A) can additionally
adsorb up to an average of 2PMe3 per a-cage to yield
8{Mo(C0)6} ,16{PMe3}-Nas6Y (Fig. lo). The four site I1
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Na+ ions are tetrahedrally organized in the supercage of
NaS6Y4-6 and can trap a single Mo(CO)6 molecule and two
2PMe3ligands in the arrangement sketched in Fig. 1D. The IR
spectrum indicates that the Mo(CO)~is no longer strongly
anchored to extraframework Na+ ions, a situation that is also
apparent for n { M ~ ( c o ),m{
~ } 13CO}-Na56Y.Full details of
our combined intrazeolite kinetics cell and Fourier transform
mid IR detection system will be presented elsewhere? The
key results of our first kinetic study in this important new field
are reported below.
Hexacarbonylmolybdenum(0) in the 13 A-diameter supercage void system of dehydrated sodium zeolite Y,
n{Mo(C0)6}-Na56Y ( n < S), undergoes 12CO substitution
reactions in the presence of trimethylphosphine in
n{ Mo(CO)~}
,m{PMe3}-Na56Y, or of isotopically labelled
carbon monoxide in ~ { M o ( C O ),rr~{13CO}-Na~~Y,
~}
to afford
intrazeolite, cis-{Mo( 12C0)4(PMe3)2}-Na56Y, and fully
~Y,
No reaction
labelled { M o ( W O ) ~ } - N ~ ~respectively.
intermediates were detected in the PMe3 system, as suggested
by the excellent isosbestic point in Fig. 2 . Non-involvement of
MO(WO)~PM
was
~ ~confirmed by direct impregnation of
M O ( ~ ~ C O ) ~ ( P and
M ~ ~the
) , demonstration that this reacts
much more slowly than Mo(C0)6.
These reactions proceed by very well behaved first order
processes (Fig. 3a) that involve what we believe to be a
supramolecular assembly of M o ( W O ) ~ ,PMe3 or 13C0

Table 1 Activation parameters for dissociative reactions of M o ( C O ) ~

Entering
Ligand
Nonea
14cob

Medium
Gasphase
Gas phase
Decalin

PBu"~'
PMe3

Na56Y

1 3 ~ 0 ~

Na56Y

AHV
kJ mol-1

ASY
J K-l mol-l

157
126.4
132.5
69.5
65.3

38
-1.7
28
-106.8
-126.8

1991

ligands, and extraframework Na+ ions, all housed together in the supercage of Na56Y as illustrated for
S { M O ( ~ ~ C O,16{PMe3}-Na56Y
)~)
in Fig. 1D. The observed
rate constants k,b,(PMe3) and k,bs(13CO) lie between 8.31 x
10-5 and 1.19 x 10-3 s-1, and 9.10 x 10-5 and 1.11 x 10-3
s-1, respectively, in the temperature range 45-95 "C. Excellent Eyring plots (Fig. 3b) yield activation parameters shown
in Table 1. The values of AH* are between 60 and 90 kJ mol-1
smaller than those found for similar types of reactions in the
solution and gas phase,8 respectively (Table 1).This dramatic
decrease, for what we describe as 'intracage' first-order
dissociative 12CO substitution reactions, is believed to originate in much stronger cation anchoring of the {Mo(W0)5..(12CO)}* transition state compared with that of the ground
state M o ( ~ ~ C O This
) ~ . also could account for the large
negative values for AS* since the much more weakly anchored
M0(12C0)~ in the ground state is transformed by CO
dissociation into the tightly anchored? M o ( W O ) ~intermediate, this transformation being associated with increased
back-bonding in the less highly coordinated intermediate, and
the consequently greater negative charge on the oxygen atoms
of the carbonyl ligands. The 'kinetic signature' provided by
this study complements, supports and amplifies the 'spectroscopic-structure-bonding' picture for n { Mo( 12CO)6}-Na56Y
derived from earlier studies.3-5
The closeness of the AH* and AS* values for the intrazeolite
PMe3 and 13CO reactions demonstrates the mechanistic
similarities of the two processes. The observed rates are
controlled by the dissociative loss of the first 12CO from

i

Irreversible CO loss induced by pulsed laser pyrolysis technique at
670-760 K; ref. 8(c). b Ref. 8(b). P(13CO) = 100 Torr.

a

2201 2149 2097 2045 1993 1941 1889 1837 1785 1733
vlcm-'

Fig. 2 Typical mid IR spectral changes observed for ( a ) n{Mo('*C0)6},m{PMe3)-Na~6Y and ( b ) n{M0(12Co)6},m{'3CO}-Nas6Y
[P(13CO) = 100 Torr), T = 65.8 "C]

Fig. 1 Summary of structural data for ( A ) 8{MO(C0)6}-Na56Y,
( B ) 16{MO(C0)6}-NayjY, (C) 32{PMe3}-Na56Y and ( D )
8{ MO(CO)6},16{ PMe3}-Nas6Y

t A similar explanation involving a tightening up of the transition
state has been offered for a negative (-89 J K-I mol-l) value of AS*
observed for a CO dissociative reaction of Ru3(C0)9(PBun3)3 in
decalin (S. K . Malik and A. J. Poe, Znorg. Chem., 1979, 18, 1241).
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When the entering ligand is 13C0, the kinetic data are
consistent with a similar reaction sequence except that a series
of rapid 12CO/13C0 exchange reactions precede steps analogous to (3) and (4) according to the reactions shown in eqn.
(5)-(7) to yield the major product { M O ( W O ) ~ } - N ~ ~ ~ Y .
Extensive studies involving variation in M o ( W 0 ) 6 and
PMe3 loading, T O and 13CO pressure, the nature of monoand bi-dentate phosphine reactants, extraframework cations,
Si/A1 ratio, zeolite structure type, and temperature are under
way.7 These results will allow us to assemble a comprehensive
and quantitative mechanistic picture for these important
archetypical intrazeolite metal carbonyl reactions.
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Fig. 3 ( a ) First order plots for reactions with PMe3, and ( b ) Eyring

plots for reactions with PMe3 and W O [P(l3CO)

=

100 Torr]

M0(12C0)~although the energetics of this step can probably
be modified by effects transmitted through the zeolite from
the entering groups that are initially anchored to the accessible
extraframework Na+ ions. In the case of PMe3, the kinetic
data are consistent with the sequence of reactions (1)-(4). In
the absence of added CO, k2 > > k-l[CO] or kl and the rate
determining step is simply the forward reaction in eqn. (1).
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